
Training WG update 

The major role of the Software Sustainability Core (SSC)
will run workshops and training events for the community 
covering a broad range of topics on computing skills 
necessary to be a proficient particle experimentalist.
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HOW2019 Workshop 
HSF parallel: Education and Training
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  StarterKit -(LHCb/ALICE)Re-engage with Carpentries to adapt the 
material for HEP users
 Financial support and career recognition needs to be addressed at 
the funding agency 
 HSF Training Survey - People do seem to like to learn from written 
material, invest in suitable C++ material
 First-HEP training program - is about developing sustaining and 
scalable training, not specific pieces of material, need to also 
emphasize on Careers too, especially giving students appropriate and 
transferable skills (90% will leave the field)
 Software and Computing Training at Jefferson Lab - initial training 
would be a good way to establish a baseline, complex tools like 
RooFit get picked up by students, but without a full understanding, so 
easy to make mistakes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1FQNHHVVdOLc7bNYaYBxEPuFwOZmqDWQdk4Jnr2XIWmY/edit#

HOW2019 Workshop 
HSF parallel: Education and Training
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 Build starting point for newcomers to HEP 
 Start introductory level Carpentry

 Build Assemble an introductory HEP curriculum
  Plan in works to organize introductory level Carpentry (scale it)
 at the LPC, Fermilab in March 

 Target audience - CMS/ATLAS to begin
 Invite LHCb/ALICE to showcase Starterkit
 Survey in preparation to assess training needs - 
 now survey is done, >  350 responses, will summarize and present later

 Website (on HSF website in works listing training schools)

Near Term Plan Update
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Software Carpentry Workshop - Fermilab -
(1-2 April 2019)

25 
Participants + 
tutors
 mostly 
neutrino 
community
 Pre/Post 
Survey done
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Schools for HSF Training
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/Schools/events.html
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First-HEP/ATLAS Training

 August 19-23 and it is being held at Lawrence Berkeley
 National Lab
 Computing "bootcamp" in the context of US-ATLAS and 

   "mashup" with First-HEP
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JLAB interest in training

 Work with IRIS-HEP/OSG on training, particularly leveraging 
  the carpentries in a way that is well suited for a physics  
  community  
 Staff members interested in expanding training opportunities  

   for staff and users and train a coupleto as serve an
   instructors
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IRIS-HEP/FIRST-HEP training activities meeting

 Peter Elmer sent an email to sign up for doodle poll
 
  https://doodle.com/poll/qq2i3wsun54micqc
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IRIS-HEP website http://iris-hep.org/
 Jobs on IRIS-HEP and Collaborating Projects http://iris-hep.org/jobs
 General public announcement mailing list for IRIS-HEP events, talks, meetings, 
workshops, opportunities for training and job opportunities (subscribe to) 
 announcements@iris-hep.org 

HSF (HEP Software foundation) - https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org
 General Information about HSF (subscribe to): hsf-forum@googlegroups.com 
 Discussions and activities in the HEP Software Foundation mailing lists can be   found 
here (General and Dedicated Forums):  https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/forums.html
 You can contribute https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/cwp/cwp-working-groups.html
 HSF Events/Workshops - https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/events.html

FIRST-HEP website http://first-hep.org 
   Funding for participants and lecturer support for Training

Related Links/Info


